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Executive summary
We were asked by the Chairman of Waikato Institute of Technology (Wintec) to carry out additional
assurance work in conjunction with our 2017 annual audit. The additional work was to cover:


expenses incurred by the Chief Executive, and past and present members of the executive
team, for all travel to Hong Kong and China from 2009 to 2017 inclusive;



expenses incurred by the Chief Executive, and past and present members of the executive
team, for all other travel from 2013 to 2017 inclusive; and



all redundancy and severance payments made to former Wintec employees from 2013 to
2017 inclusive.

We started our work on travel expenses by focusing on trips to Hong Kong and China in 2009 and
2010, and then extended our work to 2013 and 2017. We identified similar issues and deficiencies in
each year, although there was some improvement by 2017. We spoke to Wintec about the value of
us covering the remaining intervening years and travel to other countries, and it was agreed that we
would not do so at this stage as further work is unlikely to change our findings. This means we have
completed work on:


expenses incurred by the Chief Executive, and past and present members of the executive
team, in relation to travel to Hong Kong and China in 2009, 2010, 2013, and 2017; and



all redundancy and severance payments made to former employees of Wintec from 2013
to 2017 inclusive.

A public entity must be able to show what it is spending money on and that any expenditure is
justified, reasonable, and appropriate in the circumstances. Sensitive expenditure, where there is a
perceived potential for private benefit, should be conservative and moderate. There also needs to be
transparent and robust processes for approving expenditure. In both areas of testing, we identified:


incomplete and inaccurate records relating to the expenditure; and



numerous instances where the expenditure had not been properly approved.

As a result, in many cases Wintec has been unable to provide an account of how it has spent public
money. This is unacceptable for a public entity charged with the stewardship of public resources.
We are particularly concerned about the processes, patterns of behaviour, and level of
documentation we saw in our work on international travel expenditure. Some of these practices
simply do not meet accepted standards of public sector behaviour and provide an increased
opportunity for the misuse of public money.
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1

Overall findings

1.1

Travel expenses to Hong Kong and China
We found significant weaknesses and poor practices in the earlier years tested (2009 and
2010). These problems continued, although to a lesser extent, in 2013 and 2017. Our
detailed concerns are set out in this report at section 4.3, Travel expenses ‐ detailed
findings. In summary, we found:


limited evidence of the prior approval or business justification for the trip costs;



that the documentation provided to support expenditure, for example invoices,
receipts, or other validating documentation, was often inadequate, in Mandarin
(and untranslated) or missing. In these instances, it is unclear how the person who
approved the expenditure could have determined what the expenses were for
and whether they were appropriate;



cash advances that remain unexplained and unreconciled;



practices that meant the “one‐up” principle for approving expenditure was not
followed (this included examples of senior executives approving their own
expenditure);



expenditure that was beyond what might be regarded as moderate or
conservative;



departures from Wintec’s policies and good practice that remain unexplained;



instances where expenditure incurred on purchasing cards (p‐cards) had not been
approved;



instances of potential personal expenses or travel which were not reimbursed to
Wintec or not adequately explained; and



that the guidance in Wintec’s various policies relating to gifts is inconsistent,
meaning it is unclear whether some purchased gifts complied with the policies.

Each one of these matters is of concern. In combination they raise serious doubts about
Wintec’s systems and controls for international travel during the period we reviewed.
Wintec should urgently review its systems and policies to ensure they align with the
expectations for public entities.
Importantly for our work, the practices we observed, combined with the lack of adequate
documentation, have also meant we were unable to put together a complete account of
the expenses incurred by the Chief Executive and the executive staff members while in
Hong Kong and China. This is not good enough for a public entity operating in New Zealand.
Senior executives of public entities must be transparent about, and accountable for, the
expenditure they incur.
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We are aware that our work has been carried out in the context of allegations that
inappropriate or personal expenditure may have been incurred on overseas trips, including
trips during the period covered by our work. While we have not found direct evidence of
serious wrongdoing, we have found weaknesses that provide an increased opportunity for
the misuse of public money. Because of the problems outlined above, we are unable to
provide assurance that all expenditure was appropriate or not of a personal nature.

1.2

Redundancy and severance payments
The purpose of our work on redundancy and severance payments was to establish the
number and amount of payments made, and the basis for those payments. Unlike our work
on travel expenses, we did not assess the appropriateness of the payments. Our work
focused on whether:


there was evidence of the payments being approved in line with Wintec’s financial
delegations;



the payments were supported by formal agreements, such as settlement
agreements or employment contracts; and



the documentation supports the calculation of the payments.

Our detailed findings are set out in this report at section 5.2. Redundancy and severance
payments ‐ detailed findings. In summary, on redundancies we found that:


There were no written change proposals outlining the reasons and process for a
proposed restructure for 35% of redundancy cases;



most proposals failed to consider the financial cost of the proposed restructure;



there was no evidence that where change proposals were developed they had
been appropriately approved;



in most cases before June 2016 there was no evidence that the confirmed
redundancies had been approved by the Chief Executive, as was required by the
delegated employment authorities in place at the time; and



there were some inconsistent or variable practices for voluntary redundancy,
redeployment, and applying the pay in lieu of notice period when calculating
redundancy payments.

For severance payments we found:


in most cases, severance payments followed mediated settlement agreements
signed by all parties;



there were two severance payments in 2016 without a formal deed or agreement.
The settlement terms appear to have been confirmed in correspondence. This is
inconsistent with good practice; and
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before June 2016, most settlement agreements or severance payments lacked
evidence that they had been approved by the Chief Executive, as was required by
the delegated employment authorities in place at the time.
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2

Scope of our additional assurance work
In December 2017, the Chairman of Wintec asked Audit New Zealand to carry out
additional assurance work, in conjunction with the annual audit process, on travel expenses
of the Chief Executive and executive staff members, and amounts paid to former Wintec
employees as redundancy payments or severance payments. We agreed to undertake this
work as part of our 2017 annual audit by extending the scope of our normal testing
approach to focus on these areas.
The additional work was to cover:


the expenses incurred in relation to all travel to Hong Kong and China by the Chief
Executive, from the beginning of 2009 to the end of 2017;



the expenses incurred in relation to all travel to Hong Kong and China by all other
members of the executive team both past and present, from the beginning of
2009 to the end of 2017;



the expenses incurred in relation to all travel, other than to Hong Kong and China
by the Chief Executive, from the beginning of 2013 to the end of 2017;



the expenses incurred in relation to all travel by all other members of the
executive team both past and present, other than to Hong Kong and China, from
the beginning of 2013 to the end of 2017; and



all redundancy and severance payments made to former Wintec employees, from
the beginning of 2013 to the end of 2017, including those made where the
contract providing for payment, between Wintec and the former employee,
includes obligations to keep details confidential.

The scope and extent of this work is far more detailed than we would normally conduct to
complete our annual audit. The objective of an annual audit is to provide reasonable
assurance that the financial statements and (where relevant) performance information are
fairly presented, in all material respects. As an example, routine examinations of sensitive
expenditure are done on a limited sample basis. Given the nature of that work, governors
of public entities should not rely solely on the annual audit to provide assurance about all
aspects of the entity.
To gain an understanding of the work involved in completing the additional assurance work,
Wintec agreed to a staged approach to the audit of travel expenses. We started with travel
to Hong Kong and China in 2009 and 2010, and then extended our work to cover 2013 and
2017. This allowed us to compare the controls, processes and patterns of behaviour for
travel to Hong Kong and China at different points in time – in the early years, at a mid‐point
and in the most recent full year.
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We have now completed the following work:


The expenses incurred by the Chief Executive in relation to all travel to Hong Kong
and China in 2009, 2010, 2013, and 2017.



The expenses incurred by all other members of the executive team, both past and
present, in relation to all travel to Hong Kong and China in 2009, 2010, 2013, and
2017.



All redundancy and severance payments made to former employees of Wintec1,
from the beginning of 2013 to the end of 2017, including confidential settlements.

Our review of travel expenses found similar issues and deficiencies present in each year.
While there was some improvement in policies and the level of documentation by 2017, we
still found some concerning practices that need to be urgently addressed by Wintec. Given
this, we discussed the value of reviewing travel expenses for the remaining intervening
years (2011, 2012, 2014, 2015, and 2016) with the Chair of Wintec’s Audit and Risk
Committee. We agreed that further work was unlikely to add meaningfully to the issues
already identified in this report.

1

The testing of severance and redundancy payments to former employees of the Wintec Group has been done on a sample basis.
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3

Challenges in completing this additional
assurance work
We have had a number of difficulties completing our work. The information Wintec sent at
commencement was incomplete and contained inaccuracies for both broad areas that we
looked at.

3.1

Travel expenses
We have concerns about the completeness of the information available and therefore we
are unable to provide assurance that we have seen all supporting evidence.
The period that we reviewed goes back a number of years. Wintec has experienced some
turnover in key roles, which has resulted in the loss of institutional knowledge. During this
period Wintec also decommissioned the financial system that was in place in the early years
of our review. We asked for the financial system for 2009 and 2010 to be reconstructed to
enable us to access the source data. Wintec worked to reproduce the information,
however, due to the age of the system this is not in a format that has been useful for our
work. The itineraries booked through the travel agent were also not available to
corroborate the extent of the trips. We have therefore built up a picture of the travel
undertaken in these years from a range of other sources, including p‐card statements,
expense claims, and agent invoices. This has been a huge task and has impacted on the
timeframes and costs of our work.
In the early years of travel to China, Wintec used an agent to assist them on the ground in
China (the China Agent). There was a practice for the China Agent to pay for some of the
costs incurred in China and then invoice Wintec for reimbursement of those expenses.
Wintec was able to locate some but not all key information relating to the China Agent’s
invoices for 2009, 2010, and 2013. This documentation is important for understanding what
expenses were incurred and by whom.
There were situations where, even though we were able to identify that travel was
undertaken by certain people, we were not able to identify any expenses incurred in
relation to or by them or the approval of those expenses.
Given these difficulties, and despite our best efforts at reconstructing the information for
our work, we remain concerned that the travel expenditure reviewed within these years is
incomplete.
With the implementation of new financial systems in 2012, Wintec has been able to
provide more robust source data from which we have been able to compile relevant
itineraries for our review of the 2013 and 2017 years.
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3.2

Redundancy and severance payments
At the beginning of our work, Wintec provided a list of all redundancy and severance
payments that fell within the specified period. Through our work, we identified:


cases that should have been included in Wintec’s list but had not been;



cases that were included but should not have been; and



cases where the payment amount was inaccurately recorded.

This raises concerns about the integrity and completeness of the information Wintec had
provided.
While we have made every effort to test all redundancy and severance payments, any
payments processed through accounts payable and not coded as restructure costs may not
have been identified. We have also observed a large number of payroll payments noted as
lump sum payments. Having made enquiries of Wintec, these do not appear to be
redundancy or severance related.2 We have therefore not reviewed all these payments.

2

For example, payments for: moderator fees; guest speaker fees; research income; on call allowance; Associate Teacher – lump sum at end of assignment.
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4

Travel expenses

4.1

What we did
The purpose of our additional assurance work on travel expenses was to assess the
appropriateness of the expenditure. We identified 20 trips to Hong Kong and China in 2009,
2010, 2013, and 2017 that included the Chief Executive or an executive member of staff
(past or present)3. We tested the expenses claimed for these trips by the Chief Executive
and executive staff members against:

4.2



Wintec’s policies and related guidance;



any contractual agreements;



any applicable statutory requirements;



the Auditor‐General’s auditing standards, particularly AG‐3 Effectiveness and
efficiency, waste and a lack of probity or financial prudence; and



the Auditor‐General’s good practice guide, Controlling sensitive expenditure:
Guidelines for public entities.

Basis for our expectations
The Auditor‐General’s good practice guide, Controlling sensitive expenditure: Guidelines for
public entities (the A‐G guidance on sensitive expenditure), states that “the most
fundamental fact applicable to all expenditure by a public entity is that the entity is
spending public money”. It goes on to say that all public sector spending must meet
standards of probity and financial prudence that will enable it to withstand Parliamentary
and public scrutiny. Specifically, it is important that expenditure decisions:


have a justifiable business purpose;



preserve impartiality;



are made with integrity;



are moderate and conservative, having regard to the circumstances;



are made transparently; and



are appropriate in all respects.

These principles should be applied and evidenced in the approval of sensitive expenditure,
regardless of where in the world you might be doing business.

3 For this review, we have included the role of the Director Internationalisation. The Director Internationalisation undertook a lot of the travel to Hong Kong
and China and was often the organiser of trips other executives attended. This makes the Director Internationalisation’s travel relevant to our work.
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4.3

Travel expenses ‐ detailed findings

4.3.1

Lack of prior approval of travel for business purposes
The A‐G guidance on sensitive expenditure states that approval of sensitive expenditure
should be given only when the person approving the expenditure is satisfied there is a
justified business purpose and, wherever practical, be given before expenditure is incurred.
Contrary to these expectations, we found:


While there was evidence Wintec was aware that executives were travelling and
that the travel was within the overall programme of work with overseas partners,
there was generally no evidence of a specific rationale or approval for individual
trips, the expected costs of those trips or approval of those costs. Where an
articulated rationale or approval did exist, they rarely provided details of the
expected costs for the trip. There were some improvements by 2017, but practice
was inconsistent and still lacked detailed expected costs.



Despite Wintec’s International & Domestic Travel Policy requiring all employees to
complete the “Application for Travel Associated Costs and Leave” form in advance
of any ticket purchase, we saw no evidence of this form being used. The form
provides a template for prior approval for travel.



There were some instances where the then Council Chair approved a programme
of travel (for example, an overview of intended travel for 2017). However, this
approval did not cover the details of individual trips, including confirmed dates
and who would be travelling, or the expected cost and anticipated benefits of
those trips.

Overall, this meant we found limited evidence of the approval or business justification for
the trips. Expenses were generally only approved after they were incurred and on return to
New Zealand.
Having detailed rationale and approval for individual trips would ensure that approvals for
travel are made in line with the principles outlined above, and that the business
justification for travel is properly tested before expenditure is incurred.
4.3.2

Inadequate supporting documentation for expenses incurred
Incurred expenses requiring approval should be accompanied by adequate supporting
documentation. This could include tax invoices, receipts, or other validating
documentation. The documentation should include the date, amount, description, and
purpose of minor expenditure when receipts are unavailable or unclear. Without this sort
of documentation it is difficult for the approver to properly assess whether the expenses
incurred were appropriate.
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Because of the nature of the scope of this review we have sought to corroborate all
expenses, irrespective of size, to ensure the expenses were accurately recorded and to
enable their assessment of appropriateness.
We found that the information provided to support invoices was frequently insufficient to
enable this assessment. Some particular examples that do not meet our good practice
expectations include:


There are instances of costs being charged back to hotel rooms without detailed
receipts or invoices. There is no way to know what those charges were for, or
whether they were an appropriate use of public money.



There was a practice for all room costs for the travelling party to be transferred to
one room and paid from there. The invoice for this room would include the
consolidated charges, but sometimes supporting invoices or documentation
relating to the transferred costs would not be retained. In these cases, there is no
documentation to explain what the costs were for and, in some instances, who
incurred them.



Many of the receipts were in Mandarin, without translations. Where necessary,
we had receipts translated so we could test whether there was appropriate
supporting documentation. In some instances, despite the translation, we could
not confirm what the expenditure was for because the receipts lacked adequate
detail (for example, a receipt would show the total amount spent but not what it
was spent on).



As already mentioned, in the early years Wintec’s China Agent would pay for
some of the costs incurred in China and then invoice Wintec for reimbursement of
those expenses. As this was for the reimbursement of costs incurred, the China
Agent has included a summary breakdown of costs and copies of receipts (in
Mandarin) to evidence the expenditure. However, through to 2013 we found
instances where no receipts or supporting documentation were attached to the
invoices. It appears these invoices have been approved for payment based on
inadequate supporting documentation.



Where supporting documentation was attached, we tried to reconcile the receipts
and other supporting documentation provided by the China Agent to the invoice
that was approved for payment. We found instances where the documentation
was incomplete and did not support the amount in the summary and invoice.

We have been unable to confirm the appropriateness of the expenditure in the above
instances. It is also unclear how the approver could have properly assessed this
expenditure.
Put simply, Wintec has been unable to show what these expenses were for and, therefore,
what public money has been spent on. As a public entity, this is unacceptable.
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4.3.3

Inadequate practices for approval of expenses
We expect expenditure to be approved in line with appropriate financial delegations set out
in Wintec’s Financial Delegations Principles and Procedures. This includes the expectation
that approval is:


made only when budgetary provision and delegated financial authority exist; and



not made where the expenditure relates to that individual. The “one‐up”
principle, where expenses are approved by a more senior person, must be
applied.

We found several practices that do not accord with good practice:


From May 2009, we understand that the approval of p‐card expenditure was
undertaken through the flexi‐purchase system. For executives, this required two
levels of approval. An initial on‐line approval by the Chief Financial Officer and a
second approval on a one up basis documented in hard copy. We found instances
across the years tested where there was no hard copy evidence of the “one‐up”
approval.



A practice whereby a non‐executive staff member would pay for all of the hotel
and restaurant costs incurred by the team. This practice did not comply with the
expectations of good practice or Wintec’s Financial Delegations Principles and
Procedures. Specifically this includes:





the “one‐up” approval process was not always observed. For example,
where a non‐executive staff member paid for expenses, including those
of the Chief Executive, the expenses were approved by that staff
member’s line manager. The “one‐up” principle required the Chief
Executive’s expenses to be approved by the Council Chair; and



there were instances of executive staff members approving their own
expenses. This happened where a more junior staff member had paid for
the team’s expenses on their p‐card which included expenses relating to
an executive. This same executive subsequently approved those
expenses as the one‐up approval.

As already mentioned, in the early years Wintec’s China Agent would pay for
some expenses, including expenses of the Chief Executive or other executive staff,
and then invoice Wintec for reimbursement of those costs. These invoices were
approved by the relevant cost centre budget holder (who was often part of the
travelling party). This is not in line with the required “one‐up” approval.

This evidence suggests that the Council Chair may not have had full oversight of sensitive
expenditure being incurred by the Chief Executive.
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4.3.4

Questions over whether expenses were moderate and conservative
Our expectations reflect those set out in the A‐G guidance on sensitive expenditure and
Wintec’s policies on sensitive expenditure. These require that sensitive expenditure should
not be extravagant or considered immoderate for the public sector. Each public sector
entity should set out in their policies how “appropriate” is to be applied.
Wintec’s policies for sensitive expenditure have been strengthened over time. However,
they remain flexible and allow for exceptions to be agreed in most instances. We noted the
following issues that would benefit from clarification in the policy and guidance:


We saw a range of nightly room rates. There are instances of accommodation
being booked in five‐star hotels. This is inconsistent with Wintec’s policy and
there is no explanation to justify the deviations from policy. There were also
instances where the room rate per night differed for members of the team. It was
common to observe that the most senior staff member on the trip would stay in a
more expensive room.
We accept that sometimes there may be limited options for accommodation
depending on location or circumstances or particular reasons requiring certain
accommodation. However, we expect any deviation from policy to be explained
and pre‐approved. Wintec would benefit from establishing standards for
acceptable accommodation in light of the Auditor‐General’s guidance on sensitive
expenditure.



Minibar expenses were incurred in 2009 and 2010. Since then a prohibition has
been in place on minibar charges and we saw this being observed in 2013 and
2017. In contrast, Wintec appears to have a very flexible approach to alcohol
purchased in restaurants and bars. In some instances, expenses from more than
one bar or restaurant were incurred on the same night (for example, starting at
Hari’s Bar, then Oyster Bar, and then back at Hari’s Bar). This pattern suggests the
charges were for more than reasonable dinner costs.
Wintec should consider providing more guidance to staff on what is appropriate
for drinks or alcohol and meals, including limits on what will be paid for by
Wintec.

4.3.5

Poor control over use of cash withdrawals
Wintec has told us it had a system in 2009 and 2010 for managing cash advances. However,
Wintec has acknowledged that it could not identify those advances and make them
available for testing. Our audit has therefore been unable to test cash advances during 2009
and 2010 and as a result, we are unable to confirm how cash was used during overseas trips
and what the cash was spent on.
Despite a cash advance system being in place in later years, we continued to find cash
withdrawals that were unreconciled in 2013 and 2017.
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To have cash withdrawals that remain unreconciled is totally unacceptable.
Wintec’s policies discourage the use of p‐cards as a means to withdraw cash unless it is for
an emergency and the policy allows for it. The policy states that p‐cards should be used as
the preferred method of payment for items that previously would have been covered
through expenses or petty cash advances. Our testing identified two p‐card transactions in
the period 2009 and 2010 which were noted as cash withdrawals. Their explanations raise
further questions about the circumstances of the withdrawals and how the money was
spent:

4.3.6



A cash withdrawal of Chinese Yuan (NZ$270.48) by the Chief Executive on the
business credit card that was subsequently exchanged with another non‐
executive staff member for New Zealand dollars. There is no evidence of the
reconciliation of the remaining Chinese Yuan or the New Zealand dollars or
evidence any remaining Chinese Yuan or New Zealand dollars were repaid to
Wintec.



A p‐card transaction recorded on the Chief Executive’s monthly statement as a
balance transfer (approximately NZ$421.47). The explanation provided to support
the p‐card statement refers to this as a cash advance. There is no evidence that
receipts were provided to support how the cash was used.

Private element to travel and expenses
The A‐G guidance on sensitive expenditure includes information on taking personal travel in
conjunction with business travel and travelling with spouses or family members. The
principles that apply to both is that there should be “no additional cost to the public sector
entity… In the rare circumstances that involvement of a spouse directly contributes to a
clear business purpose, we expect the spouse’s travel to be pre‐approved”. Where public
sector entities permit personal leave in conjunction with business travel, they should satisfy
themselves that “the purpose of the trip was a business one… and that the arrangement did
not give rise to any perception of inappropriateness”.
We have not been able to form a full picture of all relevant travel details because the
records provided by Wintec are incomplete and lack detailed pre‐approved rationale and
itineraries. Subsequent to our audit work we have been provided with examples of
itineraries which shed some light on the rationale of some of these trips. However, we
found through reviewing this build‐up of costs and the itineraries it was still not clear
whether some elements related to personal travel.
It is important for Wintec to understand the full cost of a trip and the proportion paid for
privately or provided through hospitality. Wintec should ensure that the rationale and
approval covers the full itinerary of all travellers, and identifies which parts are Wintec
funded, privately funded or provided by hospitality.
Our testing found a number of instances where some costs incurred through p‐cards were
reimbursed by staff. We found one instance where expenses on a p‐card statement were
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annotated as personal costs, however we were unable to confirm the reimbursement of
these costs. Wintec should consider whether the controls in place allowing such costs to be
incurred and their subsequent reimbursement are appropriate.
4.3.7

Poor process for declaring hospitality
Where hospitality has been received by Wintec staff members, we expect there to be a
transparent process for recording or declaring that hospitality. This helps manage risks
associated with accepting hospitality, in particular the risk (either real or perceived) that a
public entity, or particular staff members, become subject to an obligation or influence.
We have not found any monitoring or recording of hospitality received as part of the trips
we reviewed.

4.3.8

Gift Policy
The A‐G guidance on sensitive expenditure recognises that:


a public entity may give gifts in international relations when doing so is customary
practice; and



while receiving gifts does not involve expenditure, it is a sensitive issue and one
that entities need to manage carefully.

We found a range of purchased gifts that were not in line with aspects of Wintec’s policies
and guidance (for example, wine, supplements, and health food). However, the guidance
across the various policies is inconsistent. This means it is unclear whether some gifts
complied with the policies. Wintec should clarify its guidance to make clearer what types of
gifts are appropriate in these circumstances.
We also noted gifts being purchased through p‐cards, rather than the purchase order
system required by the Gifts Policy.
Wintec provided us with a copy of the Gifts Register for 2011 onwards. The relevant policy
requires all gifts or gratuities to be recorded in the register, including gifts received on
behalf of Wintec. Despite the number of visits to Hong Kong and China since 2011, there
are only two gifts recorded as being received on these visits. We find this surprising given
the cultural practice of Wintec giving gifts as part of the visits. It suggests the policy is not
being adhered to.
4.3.9

China Agent contract
We expect that arrangements for reimbursement of costs incurred by third parties are
clearly spelt out in contractual agreements. The contract should address the level of
supporting documentation required as part of the invoicing process and provide a process
for resolving any disputes.
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Between 2009 and 2013, the China Agent paid for expenses incurred by Wintec staff in
China and then invoiced Wintec for reimbursement of those expenses. We have reviewed
the contracts in place between Wintec and the China Agent during this period. We found
no specific mention of this arrangement in the contracts.
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5

Redundancy and severance payments

5.1

What we did
The purpose of our additional assurance work on redundancy and severance payments was
to establish:


the number and amount of redundancy and severance payments paid to former
Wintec employees between the start of 2013 and the end of 2017; and



the basis for the payments.

We tested 32 redundancy and 25 severance payments made between 2013 and 2017. The
average redundancy payment was $37,007 and the average severance payment was
$35,993.
We considered the payments against (where applicable):


individual employment contracts;



Wintec’s policies and guidance for restructuring;



business cases for the relevant restructures;



any relevant statutory obligations;



the Auditor‐General’s Auditing Standards, particularly AG‐3 Effectiveness and
efficiency, waste and a lack of probity or financial prudence; and



the Auditor‐General’s good practice guide: Severance payments: A guide for the
public sector.

We are aware there has been some criticism about the frequency and use of redundancy
and severance processes at Wintec. It is important to note that this audit did not assess the
appropriateness of the decisions to restructure, whether the redundancies or severance
agreements were justified, or whether the individual amounts for severance payments
were reasonable. These types of assessments would require further work to investigate the
circumstances leading to each decision, and potentially require interviews with the key
people in those cases. This was beyond the scope of our work.
Our work focused on whether:


there was evidence of the payments being approved in line with Wintec’s financial
delegations;



the payments were supported by formal agreements, such as settlement
agreements or employment contracts; and



the documentation supports the calculation of the payments.
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We also considered the accuracy of payments and whether the relevant guidance had been
applied consistently.

5.2

Redundancy and severance payments ‐ detailed findings
To preserve the confidentiality of the cases, this part of our report focuses on general
findings from our work.

5.2.1

Underlying business reasons for restructuring not always well documented
In line with Wintec’s Restructure process guidelines for managers, we expect that written
change proposals are developed where a restructure is being considered. Wintec’s
Restructure process guidelines for managers states that proposals need to include:


rationale for change;



the objectives that need to be achieved;



what has already been done to try and meet these objectives;



current staffing structure;



proposed staffing structure, i.e. recommendation and impact on workloads; and



consultation/submission period details.

In 65% of restructure cases, we found written change proposals to support the underlying
business reasons for restructuring. Where proposals existed, they generally followed
Wintec’s guidelines. However, no proposals considered the financial costs of the
restructure against the expected benefits, that is they did not demonstrate the value for
money proposition of the restructure. Wintec should consider amending its guidelines to
require that proposals include this analysis.
There were no written proposals in 11 restructure cases (35%). Wintec has explained to us
that in some of these cases a verbal meeting took place and voluntary redundancy was
offered as an option prior to progressing to a formal change proposal.
There appears to be little guidance about the process for voluntary redundancy and what
employee entitlements might be. Written proposals did not explain the process for
voluntary redundancy. We observed that the lack of guidance led to some inconsistent
practices and a potential for confusion. For example, we found several cases where a staff
member who appears to have resigned also sought (and received) a payment for voluntary
redundancy. In a situation like this the explanation for the payment and the supporting
documentation appear inconsistent.
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5.2.2

Basis for redundancy payments
Redundancy payments are contractual entitlements arising from a person’s employment
agreement. We therefore needed to identify the relevant employment agreements and
redundancy clauses within those agreements.
We found five redundancy cases where signed employment agreements were not on the
relevant personnel files, or the documentation on the files suggested a different agreement
was in place to that on the system and used by HR to determine redundancy entitlements.
We have been unable to fully verify the redundancy calculations in these cases.

5.2.3

Basis for severance payments
Severance payments are made over and above what a person is entitled to under their
employment agreement. Severance payments are often used to secure an employee’s
departure on agreed terms when the employment relationship has broken down. However,
any payment to a departing employee that is over and above what the employer is legally
obliged to make is, in formal terms, a discretionary severance payment.
The Auditor‐General’s good practice guide notes specific challenges with severance
payments. A severance payment can be agreed between the parties in an employment
relationship without involving other parties or advisers. However, the risk of doing this is
that the public entity might not follow proper process, properly assess the basis for a
severance payment, or document it correctly. These failings can give rise to legal and
financial risks (for example, with tax, delegated authority, and disclosure requirements).
The expectation therefore is that an agreement reached by private negotiation is
documented by deed or a simple contract, rather than a less formal format such as email
correspondence.
We found that in most cases where a severance payment was made, an official mediation
agreement was in place. The agreements were signed by the parties involved and the
mediator. However, we found two severance payments made in 2016 where no formal
deed or contract was available. Instead a letter or email trail appears to confirm the terms
of settlement with the employee. This is not in accordance with good practice.

5.2.4

Approving redundancies and severance payments in line with delegated authority
All redundancies and severance payments must be approved within the appropriate level of
delegated authority. Wintec’s Delegated Employment Authority sets out the three relevant
delegated employment authorities:
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Description

Delegated Authority as at

Delegated Authority as at

October 2008

June 2016

Review of an area under a
surplus staffing situation
(change proposals)

Dean, Directors and Senior
Managers reporting directly
to the Chief Executive

Tiered authorities on the
basis of one‐up. Requires
consultation with the
Director/People and Culture
and Chief Executive or their
delegate or level B
depending on the level being
reviewed

Redundancy

Chief Executive

Tiered authority on the basis
of one‐up. Requires
consultation with Director/
People and Culture and Chief
Executive or their delegate or
level B depending on the
level being reviewed

Ex gratia payment
(severance)

Chief Executive

Executive team member, in
consultation with People and
Culture

We found many cases where there was no evidence to show that the correct approval had
been obtained for the redundancies and severance payments we reviewed:


none of the written change proposals (for restructuring) were signed or dated.
We have not received any other written evidence that the reviews were
approved.



Before June 2016, only the Chief Executive had authority to approve redundancy
and severance payments. However, we found that:


generally the only evidence that the redundancy payments had been
approved was a formal letter to employees advising that their role was
to be disestablished. These letters were generally signed by the Director
People and Culture or the line manager of the team under review. We
have seen no evidence that the Chief Executive approved the payments,
except where he was the line manager. Therefore, there is no evidence
that redundancy payments below the senior management team were
appropriately approved; and



most settlement agreements (for severance payments) had been signed
by the Director People and Culture or the line manager of the person
receiving the payment. We saw no evidence that the Chief Executive had
approved the settlement agreements or resulting severance payments.
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This also included one of the severance payments in 2016 that had no
formal settlement agreement.
Wintec amended the relevant delegated employment authorities in June 2016. We found
that the subsequent redundancy and severance payments were approved at the
appropriate level within Wintec.
5.2.5

Inconsistent practices in calculation of redundancy payments
Our audit identified some inconsistent practices in the calculating of redundancy payments:


We observed that the pay in lieu of notice period was generally added to the
employee’s length of service for the purposes of calculating the redundancy
payment. However, we have found at least one case where this approach had not
been applied.



In some cases, pay in lieu of notice had been apportioned for that part of the
notice period that had been worked. In other cases, pay in lieu of notice had not
been apportioned.



There were three instances where Wintec agreed to pay in lieu of notice starting
from a future date rather than the date of notice.

Although the payments met Wintec’s contractual obligations, they raise questions about
fairness and consistency in Wintec’s processes. There is no recorded reason for the
different approaches taken. In some of these cases, the payment may also include an
ex gratia component that was over and above what the employee was contractually
entitled to. However, this is not explicitly stated in the documentation. Wintec should
provide further guidance in these areas.
We found a few cases where the redundancy calculation did not match the terms of the
relevant employment contract. There were two cases where it appears Wintec may have
incorrectly paid an employee based on their contractual entitlements.
We appreciate that Wintec has a range of employment contract terms and conditions,
which can add complexity to the calculation of redundancy payments and increase the risk
of errors being made. However, we expect such payments to be the subject of robust
checking and approval processes.
5.2.6

Redeployment of staff
Wintec’s Restructure process guidelines for managers states that redeployment must be
considered in cases of redundancy.
We noted that two staff were redeployed into other fixed term roles after being notified
that their roles were being disestablished and were eventually paid their redundancy at the
end of those terms. However, there is evidence on both files that the individuals were
re‐employed shortly after the end of their fixed term contracts. Wintec’s guidelines state
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that “as a guideline, a redundant staff member will not be re‐employed within 12 months of
their last day of duty.” The guidelines go on to say that where a redundant staff member
accepts re‐employment for longer than one month, “the relevant proportion of the original
severance payment may be recovered.” The two cases we have identified appear contrary
to this guidance.
One staff member was redeployed several times over a period of nine months before being
made redundant. The original redundancy payment calculation was not revised to take into
account the additional nine months of service. Wintec advised that this reflected the
contracts in place during the redeployment period. However, we have been unable to verify
this based on the copies of the contracts that Wintec provided.
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6

Main recommendations
This report does not provide detailed recommendations for Wintec to address as some of
the issues identified within this report will take time and a cultural change to address.
However, there are some critical controls which should be addressed as a priority.
Recommendations for these are detailed below:
No.

Recommendation

1

Systems should be developed to strengthen the control over cash advances and
enable Wintec to demonstrate how all funds have been applied.

2

Implement a system supported by policy and guidance which ensures that staff
travelling prepare a proposal for consideration by their line manager which sets out
the intended outcomes of the travel and a reasonable estimation of the likely costs.
Approval should consider whether:



The travel is appropriate and justifiable.



The associated costs to Wintec are appropriate.



Any personal element is clearly identifiable and is not adding cost to the public
sector.

3

Expenditure incurred should be supported by appropriate evidence. This should be
sufficient so that the approver is able to determine what has been incurred. This could
include tax invoices, receipts or other validating documentation. In instances where
receipts are unavailable this should be explained.

4

Review practices around the approval of travel expenses to ensure that the principles
within the Financial Delegations Principles and Procedures are applied and update
guidance where necessary.

5

Undertake a review of Wintec practices and policies in relation to sensitive
expenditure. This should include:



accommodation costs;



alcohol and meals;



hospitality;



gifts; and



other incidental costs relating to travel
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Appendix 1: Data on the overseas trips and redundancy and severance payments
Trips to Hong Kong and China
Please note that we have had to collate the details in the following table from various records. Problems with the completeness of information provided by
Wintec means this table should not be relied on as a complete or definitive record of trips taken.
Trip
reference

Approximate date of trip

Known attendees

Known locations (Hong Kong/China)

1

1‐18 April 2009

Chief Executive, Director Internationalisation,
Executive Director Commercial, Non‐executive staff

Beijing, Xian, Shandong, Chengdu, Shenzhen, Hong
Kong

2

23‐27 May 2009

Director Internationalisation, Non‐executive staff

Chengdu, Hong Kong

3

10‐25 October 2009

Chief Executive LearningWorks Limited

Hong Kong, Hangzhou, Shanghai, Shenzhen

4

12‐17 October 2009

Director Internationalisation

Hong Kong

5

22 November‐1 December 2009

Chief Executive, Director Internationalisation, China
Agent’s staff

Hong Kong, Beijing, Chengdu, Wuxi, Shenzhen

6

8‐18 April 2010

Chief Executive, Director Internationalisation, Director
Support Services, China Agent’s staff

Beijing, Zibo, Guangzhou, Hong Kong

7

9‐25 June 2010

Chief Executive, Director Internationalisation, China
Agent’s staff

Shenzhen, Shanghai, Beijing

8

12‐18 September 2010

Senior Advisor, Non‐executive staff, China Agent’s
staff

Chengdu, Shenzhen, Hong Kong

9

16‐22 October 2010

Director Internationalisation, China Agent’s staff

Shenzhen, Hong Kong
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Trip
reference

Approximate date of trip

Known attendees

Known locations (Hong Kong/China)

10

13‐19 January 2013

International Business & Relationship Director,
International Office staff, Non‐executive staff

Qingdao, Tianjin

11

27 February‐9 March 2013

International Business & Relationship Director, Non‐
Executive staff, International Office staff

Beijing, Tianjin, Qingdao

12

7‐20 April 2013

Chief Executive, International Business & Relationship
Director, Senior Advisor, International Office staff

Guangzhou, Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, Chengdu

13

18‐25 May 2013

Senior Advisor, Non‐executive staff

Unclear. Flights suggest Hong Kong. No known
accommodation

14

17 June‐1 July 2013

International Business & Relationship Director,
International Office staff, Non‐executive staff

Chengdu, Hangzhou, Qingdao, Beijing

15

6‐13 July 2013

Senior Advisor, Director Products and Planning, Non‐
executive staff

Chengdu

16

13‐30 September 2013

Chief Executive, Chair, International Business &
Relationship Director, Senior Advisor, International
Office Staff, Non‐executive staff

Hong Kong, Chengdu, Tianjin, Qingdao, Zibo

17

5‐12 December 2013

International Business & Relationship Director,
Director Internationalisation, International Office staff

Changchun, Tianjin, Beijing

18

2‐11 June 2017

Chief Executive, International Office staff

Shanghai, Tianjin, Chengdu, Beijing

19

9‐24 September 2017

Council Members, Chief Executive, Senior Advisor,
International Office staff

Beijing, Shanghai, Changchun

20

24 November‐2 December 2017

Senior Advisor, International Office staff

Shenzhen, Tianjin
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Redundancy and severance payments
Year

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Number of redundancy payments

2

10

5

7

8

Number of severance payments

5

1

8

8

3

Annual total

7

11

13

15

11

Average redundancy payment between 2013 and 2017 inclusive: $37,007
Average severance payment between 2013 and 2017 inclusive: $35,993
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